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DYNAMIC FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION



transmit the error correction data. The transmission of error



correction data with each error correctable bearer data packet can require 100% or more overhead in some instances. This



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca



increase in overhead typically results in either a longer time



tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



data (for a ?xed transmission bit rate). In addition, in known wireless communications systems, the Bit Error Rate (BER)



slot or a reduction in the bandwidth available for the traf?c



of the traf?c data communicated between a central station and FIELD OE THE INVENTION



a remote station depends on dynamically varying conditions, such as, the relative distance between the remote station and



The present inventions pertain to the ?eld of error correc



the central station, interference, environmental conditions,



tion in communication systems, including more speci?cally,



traf?c data transmission rate, etc. As a result, the BER of bearer data transmitted between the central station and a remote station varies with each particular remote station and with time with respect to each remote station making it dif?cult to systematically select an EEC error correction algorithm that optimizes both the transmis



forward error correction arrangements.



BACKGROUND OE THE INVENTION



Digital communications systems utilize communication channels over which traf?c data is communicated. These



sion overhead and error protection capability. To provide high



channels are typically bandwidth limited, having a ?nite



quality communication between the central station and any given remote station during any given time period, the error correction algorithm is generally selected based on the worst case BER, and is thus overly robust in most situations, result



channel capacity. The channel capacity together with other



20



properties of the channel, such as various forms of noise and interference, will, with statistical certainty, cause, or other wise result, in the injection of error conditions in the tra?ic data communicated over the channel. The effects of these error conditions may be particularly evident in wireless com



ing in undesirably high overhead and reduced overall data throughput for the system. 25



There thus is a need for a communications system that



munications systems, which utilize generally unpredictable



employs an EEC arrangement that among other things, maxi



over-the-air communications channels through which remote



mizes the amount of bearer data transmitted between the



stations communicate with a central station.



central station and any given remote station at any given time,



Atechnique for eliminating, or at least reducing, the effects of these error conditions is called Forward Error Correction



while still providing an acceptable error rate. 30



(EEC). In general, the employment of an EEC technique entails transmitting error detection data and error correction data along with the bearer data. The error detection data and error correction data are typically derived from the bearer data itself by employing an error detection algorithm and



SUMMARY OE THE INVENTION



35



error correction algorithm known to the receiver as well as the



transmitter, and in the case of a digital wireless communica



ted between a ?rst communications device and a second



tions systems, a remote station and a central station in com munication with one another.



EEC techniques have been employed in Time Division



The present inventions comprise a novel method of dynamically varying the transmission of error correction data in communications systems. In a preferred method of the present inventions, a ?rst plurality of error correctable bearer data packets is transmit



40



Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division Multiple



communications device during a ?rst multi-frame (i.e., a plu rality of time frames). An initial error correction algorithm is



Access (CDMA) wireless communications systems. For



selected from a plurality of error correction algorithms, which is then employed to generate error correction data. The error



example, TDMA systems typically allow communication



correction data is transmitted with the bearer data packets by, such as, e.g., appending or encoding the error correction data



between a plurality of remote stations and a central station



using the same frequency band and transmitting bearer data between remote stations and the central station during dis crete time periods (i.e., each remote station transmits and receives bearer data broken up into bearer data bursts during



45



respective time slots of cyclically repeating time frames). In wireless communication, prior to transmission, the cen



50



which may include no error correction algorithm. Upon receipt of the ?rst plurality of error correctable bearer data packets, errors that are injected into the ?rst plurality of error



correctable bearer data packets during the transmission



tral station or remote station appends or encodes the bearer data with error detection data and error correction data according to a respective error detection algorithm and error



correction algorithm. The reciprocal remote station or central station receives each error correctable bearer data packet,



thereto, creating the ?rst plurality of error correctable bearer data packets. The plurality of error correction algorithms can comprise any number of different error correction algorithms,



thereof are corrected within the limits of the selected error



correction algorithm. The error rate level of the communications channel



automatically corrects any errors in each error correctable



between the ?rst communications terminal and the second communications terminal is determined during the ?rst multi



bearer data packet (within the limits of the error correction algorithm) by processing the error correctable bearer data packet according to the error correction algorithm, and



may be determined by such techniques as, e.g., measuring the number of defective corrected bearer data packets (i.e., block



detects any residual errors in each corrected bearer data



55



frame. The error rate level of the communications channel



60



packet by processing the corrected bearer data packet accord ing to the error detection algorithm. The use of an EEC technique to eliminate or reduce the effects of transmission errors, however, does not come with out a cost to the communications system. The transmission bandwidth available to a user transmitting in a particular time



slot in known systems is reduced by the overhead required to



error rate (BLER)) or measuring the number of bit errors in



the uncorrected bearer data packets (i.e., bit error rate (BER)). A subsequent error correction algorithm, which may be the same as the initial error correction algorithm, is selected from



the plurality of error correction algorithms based in part upon 65



the determined error rate level.



A second plurality of error correctable bearer data packets is transmitted between the ?rst communications terminal and
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the second communications terminal during a second multi frame. The subsequent selected error correction algorithm is employed to generate error correction data, Which is trans mitted With the second plurality of error correctable bearer data packets. The second plurality of error correctable bearer data packets are corrected Within the limits of the second selected error correction algorithm. The error rate level of the communication channel betWeen the ?rst communications terminal and the second communications terminal is deter mined during the second multi-frame. A third error correction



mobile sWitching center, or any communication device that can communicate With multiple remote stations. The EEC dynamic remote stations 106 can be any combination of



algorithm, Which can be the same as or different from the



the EEC dynamic central station 104 and each of the EEC dynamic remote stations 106 are time isolated, and the doWn link communication betWeen the EEC dynamic central sta tion 104 and a particular EEC dynamic remote station 106 is



remote terminals (e.g., mobile handsets, Wireless modems, Wired communication terminals (R54), or Wireless local loop



terminals). The EEC dynamic central station 104 and respective EEC dynamic remote stations 106 communicate in a Time Divi



sion Multiple Access/Erequency Division Duplex (TDMA/ EDD) format. That is, respective communications betWeen



second selected error correction algorithm, is selected from the plurality of error correction algorithms based in part upon the determined error rate level.



frequency isolated from the uplink communication betWeen the EEC dynamic central station 104 and that particular EEC dynamic remote station 106. The EEC dynamic central sta



The third selected error correction algorithm is employed to correct the third plurality of error correctable bearer data



packets transmitted betWeen the ?rst communications termi nal and the second communications terminal during the third multi-frame. This error correction algorithm selection and error correctable bearer data packet correction process is



20



repeated during future multi-frames. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OE THE DRAWINGS



tion 104 transmits data to the EEC dynamic remote stations 106 over a single doWnlink frequency, such as, 1960 MHZ, and the EEC dynamic remote stations 106 transmit data to the EEC dynamic central station 104 over a single uplink fre quency, such as, 1880 MHZ. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the doWnlink frequency is divided into



cyclically repeating doWnlink time frames 108(1), and the FIG. 1 is a representative block diagram of a Wireless



communication system cell shoWing an EEC dynamic central station communicating With a plurality of EEC dynamic remote stations; FIG. 2 depicts TDMA/EDD formatted doWnlink time frames and uplink time frames divided into a plurality of time



25



30



slots; FIG. 3 depicts TDMA/TDD formatted doWnlink/uplink time frames divided into a plurality of time slots; FIG. 4A is a representative block diagram of the EEC dynamic central station and one of the EEC dynamic remote



35



stations;



time frames 108(2). The time frames 108(1)/ (2) are further divided into respective sets of time slots 110(1)/ (2). The uplink time frames 108(2) are synchronized With the doWn link time frames 108(1). The EEC dynamic remote stations 106 are respectively assigned time slots 110(1) in the doWnlink time frames 108(1) during Which they receive doWnlink error correctable bearer data packets from the EEC dynamic central station 104 (in this case, time slots D1, D3, D5, and D6 for respective EEC dynamic remote stations 1-4). As such, the EEC dynamic central station 104 is assigned the same time slots 110(1) during Which it transmits doWnlink error correctable bearer



FIG. 4B is a representative block diagram of an alternative embodiment of the EEC dynamic central station and one of



data packets to the respective EEC dynamic remote stations 106. The EEC dynamic remote stations 106 are respectively



the EEC dynamic remote stations; FIG. 5A is a representative block diagram of an EEC dynamic remote station processor; FIG. 5B is a representative block diagram of an alternative embodiment of an EEC dynamic remote station processor; FIG. 6 is a representative block diagram of an EEC



40



dynamic central station processor; FIG. 7 depicts TDMA formatted multi-frames divided into a plurality of time frames; FIG. 8 depicts the arrangement of FIGS. 8A and 8B;



45



FIGS. 8A and 8B are How diagram illustrating a protocol for dynamically selecting an error correction algorithm; FIG. 9 depicts the arrangement of FIGS. 9A and 9B; and FIGS. 9A and 9B are How diagram illustrating an alterna tive protocol for dynamically selecting an error correction



uplink frequency is divided into cyclically repeating uplink



assigned time slots 110(2) in the uplink time frames 108(2) during Which they transmit uplink error correctable bearer data packets to the EEC dynamic central station 104 (in this case, time slots U4, U6, U8, and U1 for respective EEC dynamic remote stations 1-4). As such, the EEC dynamic central station 104 is assigned the same respective time slots 110 during Which it receives uplink error correctable bearer data packets from the respective EEC dynamic remote sta tions 106. As can be seen, several time slots of delay, and in this case three, are induced betWeen corresponding doWnlink



50



algorithm. 55



time slots 110(1) and uplink time slots 110(2) to obviate the need for installing additional equipment in the EEC dynamic remote stations 106. Depending on the particular protocol of the system, the empty time slots 110(1)/(2) are used as idle time slots for anticipated usage by other EEC dynamic remote stations 106, or alternatively, to support various other func



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OE THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS



tions, such as transmission of control data betWeen the EEC



FIG. 1 depicts a TDMA Wireless communication system 100 arranged to operate in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present inventions. An EEC dynamic cen



dynamic central station 104. Alternatively, the Wireless communications system 100 is con?gured in a TDMA/TDD format, Wherein a single fre quency is utiliZed for both doWnlink and uplink transmission of bearer data, and the doWnlink communication betWeen the EEC dynamic central station 104 and a particular EEC dynamic remote station 106 is time isolated from the uplink communicationbetWeen the EEC dynamic central station 104 and that particular EEC dynamic remote station 106. As



dynamic central station 104 and the EEC dynamic remote stations 106 or transmission of broadcast data from the EEC 60



tral station 104 is depicted as communicating With respective EEC dynamic remote stations 106 Within a cell 102. The cell 102 can be a macro-cell, micro-cell, Wireless local loop, or any netWork in Which multiple communication devices can communicate With one another. The EEC dynamic central station 104 can be a base station, base station controller,



65
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5 shown in FIG. 3, the doWnlink/uplink frequency is divided into cyclically repeating time frames 108(3), Which are fur



The error detection encoder 116 is electrically coupled to an error correction encoder 118, Which appends error correc



ther divided into time slots 110(3). Half of the time slots 110(3) are dedicated to doWnlink transmissions of data, and half of the time slots 110(3) are dedicated to uplink transmis sions of data. It should be noted, hoWever, that number of time



tion data onto the uplink bearer data packet according to an



slots 110(3) dedicated to the respective doWnlink and uplink



correction/error detection encoder comprises the error cor rection encoder 118 and error detection encoder 116. The error correction encoder 118 is dynamic in that it is



error correction algorithm, and in this case a Hamming error



correction algorithm, to form an uplink error correctable bearer data packet. In alternative embodiments, a single error



transmissions can be unbalanced. Each FEC dynamic remote



station 106 is assigned a pair of time slots 110(3) during



con?gured to employ, on-command, no error correction algo



Which it can respectively receive doWnlink error correctable



rithm, thus generating no error correction data; a loW-level Hamming error correction algorithm, Which generates error correction data requiring 20% overhead to transmit for each uplink error correctable bearer data packet; or a high-level Hamming error correction algorithm, Which generates error correction data requiring 100% overhead to transmit for each



bearer data packets from the FEC dynamic central station 104 and transmit uplink error correctable bearer data packets to the FEC dynamic central station 104 (in this case, time slots



(D1,U1), (D2,U2), (D3 ,U3), and (D4,U4) for respective FEC dynamic remote stations 1-4). As such, the FEC dynamic central station 104 transmits doWnlink error correctable



uplink error correctable bearer data packet. The overhead



bearer data packets to the respective FEC dynamic remote



percentage is de?ned as the amount of error correction data relative to the amount of tra?ic data in an error correctable



stations 106 and receives uplink error correctable bearer data



packets from the respective FEC dynamic remote stations 106 during the same pairs of time slots 110(3). Although FIG. 1 depicts only four FEC dynamic remote stations 106 in communication With the FEC dynamic central



20



error correction algorithms available to the error correction



station 104 over a single frequency pair (TDMA/FDD) or



single frequency (TDMA/TDD), in reality, the FEC dynamic



25



encoder 118 vary from those described above. For instance, eleven error correction algorithms, Whether of the Hamming type or otherWise, can be employed, With the overhead of the error correction algorithms varying by 10% betWeen a range



30



correction algorithm can be variable, so that, rather than selecting an error correction algorithm, the overhead of the error correction algorithm is varied. The error correction encoder 118 is electrically coupled to a modulator 120, Which modulates the uplink error correct able bearer data packet onto a carrier frequency. The modu



central station 104 simultaneously communicates With many other FEC dynamic remote stations 106 over a broad range of



frequencies or frequency pairs. FIG. 4A depicts a block diagram of the FEC dynamic central station 104 and one of the FEC dynamic remote sta tions 106 of the Wireless communications system 100 in



of 0% and 100%. In further alternative embodiments, an error



communication With each other. The FEC dynamic central station 104 and the FEC dynamic remote station 106 utiliZe a



reciprocal adaptive FEC arrangement to ensure proper and e?icient communication betWeen the FEC dynamic central station 104 and the FEC dynamic remote station 106. The FEC dynamic remote station 106 transmits uplink error correctable bearer data packets to the FEC dynamic



35



central station 104 in accordance With the TDMA/FDD or



TDMA/TDD arrangement as respectively depicted in FIGS.



40



2 and 3. The FEC dynamic remote station 106 comprises a processor 112 that orchestrates the timing of the error cor rectable uplink bearer data transmissions. The uplink error



correctable bearer data packets comprise uplink tra?ic data originating from an input/output device 114 electrically



45



coupled to the FEC dynamic remote station 106. The input/ output device 114 is typically a voice encoder/ decoder or data



source/sink, such as, e.g., a personal computer (PC). The processor 112 is electrically coupled to and performs hand



shaking operations With the input/output device 114 during



50



Which uplink tra?ic data is transferred from the input/ output device 114. The amount of uplink traf?c data transferred from the input/ output device 114 to form a single uplink bearer data packet can be varied by the processor 112. The input/ output



device 114 is electrically coupled and transfers uplink bearer



lator 120 is electrically coupled to transmitter 122, Which ampli?es and ?lters the uplink error correctable bearer data packet. The transmitter is electrically coupled to an antenna 124, Which transmits the uplink error correctable bearer data packet over-the-air to the FEC dynamic central station 104. The FEC dynamic remote station 106 also receives doWn link error correctable bearer data packets from the FEC dynamic central station 104 in accordance With the TDMA/ FDD or TDMA/TDD arrangement respectively depicted in FIGS. 2 and 3. As With the uplink bearer data transmissions, the FEC dynamic remote station processor 112 orchestrates the timing of the doWnlink bearer data reception. The doWn link error correctable bearer data packets comprise doWnlink traf?c data originating from an input/ output device 114' elec trically coupled to the FEC dynamic central station 104. The input/output device 114' on the FEC dynamic central station 104 side of the Wireless communications system 100 is typi cally an interface to a communications netWork, such as, e. g., a Public SWitched Telephone Network (PSTN), or a data



55



data packets to an error detection encoder 116.



netWork, such as, e.g., the intemet. The antenna 124 receives a doWnlink error correctable



bearer data packet over-the-air from the FEC dynamic central station 104. The antenna 124 is electrically coupled to the



The processor 112 is also electrically coupled and transfers uplink control data (such as, e.g., status data informing the FEC dynamic central station 104), to the error detection encoder 116. The error detection encoder 116 appends the



bearer data packet. As described further beloW, the processor 112 dynamically selects the particular error correction algo rithm to be employed by the error correction encoder 118. In alternative embodiments, the particular type and amount of



receiver 126, Which selects the doWnlink error correctable 60



uplink bearer data packet With the uplink control data. The



bearer data packet channel. The receiver 126 is electrically coupled to a demodulator 128, Which extracts the doWnlink error correctable bearer data packet from the radio frequency carrier.



error detection encoder 116 also generates error detection



data according to a cyclical redundancy check (CRC) algo rithm and appends the uplink bearer data packet With the error



employ other types of error detection algorithms Without



The demodulator 128 is electrically coupled to an error correction decoder 130, Which processes and corrects the doWnlink error correctable bearer data packet according to an



straying from the principles taught by this invention.



error correction algorithm, and in this case, a Hamming error



detection data. The error detection encoder 11 6 can, hoWever,
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correction algorithm. Like the error correction encoder 118,



nications system 100. For the purposes of illustration, these



the error correction decoder 130 is dynamic in that it is con ?gured to operate in a manner consistent With the encoder algorithm applied to the current error correctable bearer data



memory locations are depicted in FIG. 5A as registers. It



should be understood, hoWever, that any memory storage vehicle that alloWs for the storage and access of data can be



packet. As described further beloW, the processor 112 dynamically selects the particular error correction algorithm to be employed by the error correction decoder 130. In alter native embodiments, the particular type and amount of error



employed. The FEC dynamic remote station processor 112 tracks the



respective error correction algorithms that are employed by the error correction encoder 118 and error correction decoder



correction algorithms available to the error correction decoder 130 vary from those described above. The error correction decoder 130 can only correct the doWnlink error correctable bearer data packet Within the lim



130. The processor 112 comprises an uplink algorithm speci ?cation register 136, Which stores a data value (A) indicating the type and level of the error correction algorithm that is employed by the FEC dynamic remote station 106 to append the current uplink error correctable bearer data packet With error correction data. The data value (A) stored in the uplink algorithm speci?cation register 136 is either equal to “0” indicating no error correction algorithm, “1” indicating the



its of the particular error correction algorithm employed. Although the error correction decoder 130 attempts to correct the doWnlink error correctable bearer data packet, it is pos sible that the error correction decoder 130 can output a cor



rected doWnlink error correctable bearer data packet With a



loW-level error correction algorithm, or “2” indicating the



residual error.



high-level error correction algorithm. Again, the present



The error correction decoder 130 is electrically coupled and transfers the corrected doWnlink error correctable bearer data packet to an error detection decoder 132, Which pro cesses and detects any residual errors in the corrected doWn link error correctable bearer data packets according to an



20



algorithms Without departing from the principles taught by this invention. As shoWn in FIG. 4A, the processor 112 is electrically coupled to the error correction encoder 118, so



error detection algorithm, such as a CRC error detection



algorithm. The error detection decoder 132 can, hoWever, employ other types of error detection algorithms Without
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straying from the principles taught by this invention. In alter native embodiments, a single error correction/ error detection decoder comprises the error correction decoder 130 and error



detection decoder 132. The error detection decoder 132 separates the doWnlink



invention is not to be limited to these particular error correc



tion algorithms and can include other types of error correction
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that the processor 112 can, after accessing the uplink algo rithm speci?cation register 136, transmit a control signal to the error correction encoder 118, specifying the particular error correction algorithm to be employed by the error cor rection encoder 118 When appending the current uplink error correctable bearer data packet With error correction data. The FEC dynamic remote station processor 112 comprises



control data from the corrected doWnlink bearer data packet,



a doWnlink algorithm speci?cation register 138, Which stores



and may provide an indication that the corrected bearer data packet still has an error, initiating a bearer data packet retrans mission. The error detection decoder 132 is electrically



a data value (B) indicating the type and level of the error



correction algorithm employed by the FEC dynamic remote 35



coupled and transfers the doWnlink bearer data packet to the



station 106 to correct the current doWnlink error correctable



bearer data packet With error correction data. The data value



input/output device 114 as doWnlink tra?ic data. The error



(B) stored in the doWnlink algorithm speci?cation register



detection decoder 132 is also electrically coupled and trans



138 is equal to either “0” indicating no error correction algo



fers the control data to the processor 112. The processor 112



is electrically coupled to and performs handshaking opera



rithm, “ l ” indicating the loW-level error correction algorithm, 40



tions With the input/output device 114 during Which doWnlink tra?ic data is transferred to the input/output device 114. The amount of doWnlink tra?ic data transferred to the input/out put device 114 can be varied by the processor 112. The FEC dynamic remote station processor 112 not only



or “2” indicating the high-level error correction algorithm. As shoWn in FIG. 4A, the processor 112 is electrically coupled to the error correction decoder 130, so that the processor 112 can, after the CPU 134 accesses the doWnlink algorithm



speci?cation register 138, transmit a control signal to the 45



error correction decoder 130 specifying the particular error



controls the timing of the transmission and reception func tions of the FEC dynamic remote station 106, but is also



correction algorithm to be employed by the error correction



internally con?gured and arranged With the input/ output



rectable bearer data packet. As shoWn in FIG. 7, cyclically repeating time frames 108 are grouped into cyclically repeating multi-frames 156. The time frames 108 commonly represent the TDMA/FDD for matted doWnlink time frames 108(1) and uplink time frames 108(2) shoWn in FIG. 2 and the TDMA/TDD formatted doWnlink/uplink time frames 108(3) shoWn in FIG. 3. The multi-frames 156 commonly represent doWnlink multi



device 114, error correction encoder 118, error correction decoder 130, and error detection decoder 132 to orchestrate



decoder 130 When correcting the current doWnlink error cor
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the reciprocal dynamic FEC arrangement of the present invention. As shoWn in FIG. 5A, the FEC dynamic remote station



processor 112 comprises a Central Processing Unit (CPU) 134, Which performs the processing functions in the FEC
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dynamic remote station 106. The processor 112 further com



frames 156(1) and uplink time frames 156(2) respectively



prises instructions that alloW the FEC dynamic remote station 106 to dynamically generate uplink error correctable bearer data packets and dynamically correct doWnlink error correct able bearer data packets in accordance With the present inven



comprising the TDMA/FDD formatted doWnlink time frames



60



time frames 108 in each multi-frame 156 is dictated by the



tions. These instructions preferably take the form of a com puter softWare program embedded in memory, such as, e.g., a ROM chip, or ?xed logic, such as, e.g., anASlC, Which can be either on-board or separate from the CPU 134. The FEC



dynamic remote station processor 112 further comprises vari ous memory locations for the storage of status data concem



ing the FEC arrangement employed by the Wireless commu



108(1) and uplink time frames 108(2), and the doWnlink/ uplink multi-frames 156(3) comprising the TDMA/TDD for matted doWnlink/uplink time frames 108(3). The number of particular time frame 108 during Which the FEC dynamic remote station processor 112 selects an error correction algo rithm. That is, the processor 112 only selects an error correc
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The processor 112 comprises a time frame incremental register 140, Which stores a data value (i) indicating the num ber of time frames 108 that have passed in the current multi frame 156. As shoWn in FIG. 4A, the error detection decoder 132 is electrically coupled to the processor 112, so that the



tion algorithm. Similarly, data value (N) is set by specifying a minimum BLER threshold level equal to a current BLER level that Will trigger selection of the next higher error cor



rection algorithm. Because the data value (N) represents a higher threshold than does the data value (M), the data value (N) is greater than the data value (M). The CPU 134 respectively compares the data value (j) in the BLER incremental register 144 With the data value (M) in the minimum BLER threshold set register 146 and the data value (N) in the maximum BLER threshold set register 148 to



error detection decoder 132 can send a control signal to the



processor 112 indicating receipt of a doWnlink error correct



able bearer data packet. For each control signal sent from the error detection decoder 132 indicating that a doWnlink error



correctable bearer data packet has been received by the FEC dynamic remote station 106, the data value (i) in the time frame incremental register 140 is incremented by one. The processor 112 comprises a multi-frame register 142, Which stores a data value (L) indicating the time frame 108 of the current multi-frame 156 during Which the processor 112 selects the error correction algorithm. The data value (L) is set by specifying the number of time frames 108 in the current



determine Which error correction algorithm is selected. For



instance, if the data value (M) is set to 5, and the data value (N) is set to 15, the CPU 134 selects the next loWer error correc



tion algorithm if the data value (j) is less than 5. In this case,



if the high-level error correction algorithm is currently being used, the CPU 134 selects the loW-level error correction algo rithm, and if the loW-level error correction algorithm or no



error correction algorithm is currently being used, the CPU



multi-frame 156. The CPU 134 compares the data value (i) in the time frame



incremental register 140 With the data value (L) in the multi
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frame register 142 to determine Whether the current time frame 1 08 is the last time frame 1 08 in the current multi-frame 156, and thus Whether the error correction algorithm should



be currently selected. For instance, if the data value (L) is set to 100, the current multi-frame 156 includes 100 time frames 108. The CPU 134 selects the error correction algorithm if the



25



134 selects no error correction algorithm. If the data value (j) is equal to or greater than 5 and equal to or less than 15, the CPU 134 selects the current error correction algorithm. If the data value (j) is greater than 15, the CPU 134 selects the next higher error correction algorithm. In this case, if the loW-level error correction algorithm or the high-level error correction



algorithm is currently being used, the CPU 134 selects the high-level error correction algorithm, and if no error correc



data value (i) equals 100, indicating the 100th and last time



tion algorithm is currently being used, the CPU 134 selects



frame 108 of the current set of 100 time frames 108. The FEC dynamic remote station processor 112 deter mines an error rate level of the communication channel 30



the loW-level error correction algorithm. In this manner, the CPU 134 maintains the number of defective corrected doWnlink bearer data packets betWeen a



betWeen the FEC dynamic remote station 106 and the FEC dynamic central station 104, and more particularly an actual



ment of an error correction algorithm that maintains the cur



block error rate (BLER) level of the doWnlink error correct



rent BLER level at a tolerable level While at the same time not



able bearer data packets transmitted during the current multi frame 156. It should be noted that for purposes of this speci



minimum and a maximum threshold, resulting in the employ
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?cation, the current BLER level refers to the current BLER or any estimations thereof. The processor 112 comprises a BLER incremental register 144 that stores a data value (j)



error correction algorithm selected is based on the error cor



rection algorithm currently employed. During dynamic communication conditions, Wherein the



equal to the number of corrected doWnlink bearer data pack ets in Which at least one residual error, i.e., a defective cor



40



rected doWnlink bearer data packet, exists. The current BLER level can be determined from the data value (j). The error detection decoder 132 is electrically coupled to the processor 45



defective corrected doWnlink bearer data packet. For each



ing time.



data packet, the data value (j) in BLER incremental register 50



As previously stated, during the last time frame 108 of the current multi-frame 156, the FEC dynamic remote station processor 112 selects one of the three error correction algo



rithms to be employed by the error correction encoder 118' of the FEC dynamic central station 104 and the error correction decoder 130 of the FEC dynamic remote station 106 during the next multi-frame 156. The processor 112 comprises a minimum BLER threshold set register 146 and a maximum



BLER threshold set register 148, Which respectively store data values (M) and (N) indicating the minimum tolerable BLER level, the triggering of Which Would indicate that the
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current error correction algorithm is too robust, and the maxi mum tolerable BLER level, the triggering of Which Would indicate that the current error correction algorithm is not



robust enough. Thus, data value (M) is set by specifying a minimum BLER threshold level equal to a current BLER level that Will trigger selection of the next loWer error correc



system 100 can quickly compensate for the dynamic commu nication conditions. During stable communication conditions When the quality of the communications channel varies little over time, the data value (L) in the multi-frame register 142 is set to a relatively high value, so that the Wireless communi cations system 100 does not unnecessarily use CPU process



control signal sent from the error detection decoder 132 indi cating the presence of a defective corrected doWnlink bearer



144 is incremented by one.



quality of the communications channel may vary Widely over time, the data value (L) in the multi-frame register 142 is set to a relatively loW value, so that the Wireless communications



112, so that the error detection decoder 132 can send to the



processor 112 a control signal indicating the presence of a



creating excessive overhead. It should be noted that the selec tion of the error correction algorithm is relative in that the
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The processor 112 determines the dynamic communica tion conditions and occasionally adjusts the number of time frames 108 in a given multi-frame 156 by adjusting the data value (L) in the multi-frame register 142. The processor 112 comprises a dynamic incremental register 150, Which stores a data value (k) indicating the number of consecutive times the CPU 134 has selected the same error correction algorithm. If the CPU 134 selects the same error correction algorithm in the last time frame 108 of the current multi-frame 156 as that



selected by the CPU 134 in the last time frame 108 of the previous multi-frame 156, the CPU 134 increments the data value (k) in the dynamic incremental register by one. The processor 112 comprises a loW stability threshold set register 152 and a high stability threshold set register 154, Which respectively store a data value (P) indicating a loW stability threshold, and a data value (Q) indicating a high stability threshold. The data value (P) is set by specifying a loW stability threshold value equal to the number of consecu tive selections of the same error correction algorithm on
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